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Wave rotor cycles that utilize premixed combustion processes within the passages 
are examined numerically using a one-dimensional CFD·hased simulation. Internal
combustion wave rotors are envisioned for use as pressure-gain combustors in gas 
turbine engines. The simulation methodology is described, including a presentation 
of the assumed governing equations for the flow and reaction in the channels, the 
numerical integration method used, and the modeling of extemal components such 
as recirculation ducts. A number of cycle simulations are then presented that illustrate 
both turbu/ent-deflagration and detonation modes of combustion. Estimates of perfor
mance and rotor wall tempera II/ res for the various cycles are made, and the advan
tages and disadvantages of each are discussed. 

Introduction 
The wave rotor is a device that utilizes unsteady wave motion 

to exchange energy by direct work action between flu ids. which 
may be chemically inert or reacting. It consists of a number of 
channels arranged about an axis; by rotation the ends of the 
channels are periodically ported to high and low-pressure ducts, 
which generate and utilize waves in the channels. Because the 
number of channels is large, the flow in the ducts is practically 
steady. and is directed to other steady flow components. An 
important feature is that as gases of a wide temperature range 
flow through the rotor, the mean channel-wall temperature is 
lower than the highest gas temperature. Rotational speed is low 
relative to turbomachines, and the geometry usually simpler, 
allowing greater strength and lower cost. For detailed descrip
tions of wave rotor principles and applications see Shreeve and 
Mathur ( 1985), Nalim (1994), and Welch eta!. ( 1995). 

A wave rotor ac ting as a pressure exchanger can be used 
(together with a conventional combustor) as a topping unit to 
enhance the performance of a gas turbine engine. Welch ct al. 
( 1995) have presented s imulations based on validated codes, 
which indicate a substantial pressure gain possible between the 
compressor and the turbine. Similar pressure gain could also be 
obtained using an intemal-combustion wave rotor. In this case, 
combustion oc<:urs sequentially within the wave channels, each 
channel being periodically charged and discharged as it rotates 
past-properly-sized-and-timed inlet and outlet ports. Simplified 
combustion and wave processes are illustrated in the wave rotor 
sketch in Fig. I. By accomplishing combustion on the rotor, 
the external combustor needed in a pressure-exchanger topping 
cycle is eliminated. So is the associated dueling, which might 
be long and unmanageably hot in some designs. 

Combustion Modes. The implications of internal combus
tion and the feasible combustion modes are discussed in Nalim 
( 1995). Rapid combustion is essential to minimize residence 
time and rotor size. The charge may be partially or fully pre
mixed, and ignited by compression or other means. The feasi ble 
modes resemble combustion in various types of internal com
bustion ( IC) engines. For relatively low inlet temperature ( less 
than about 800 K for hydrocarbon fuel), premixing and suffi
cient turbulence are necessary to permit a high deflagration 
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flanne speed when ignited by a ··spark'' of residual or injected 
hot gas. With higher inlet temperatures. a detonation mode be
comes likely in premixed gas. or a nonpremixed, turbulent ·"die
sel'' combustion mode may be used. Only premixed combustion 
is considered here. 

Combustion Simulation Goals. This work is a step toward 
simulation of internal-combustion wave rotors. Numerical mod
eling of combustion is a challenging research area. There is a 
strong interaction between the energy release by chemical reac
tion and the dynamics of fluid motion. Localized energy release 
creates steep gradients in temperature and other properties, 
which drive transport of species. momentum, and energy. Fluid 
turbulence. when present, may interact with the reaction to the 
extent of dominating its rate. A wide range of time scales and 
length scales are important for different phenomena. 

In an internal-combustion wave rotor, the large-amplitude 
nonsteady motion typical of wave rotors combines with inter
mittem combustion. This imposes a heavy computational bur
den. especially for multidimensional calculations. In the case of 
shock-induced reaction and detonation, the numerical problems 
typically associated with shock resolution and ensuring accurate 
shock-speed are compounded by the chemical reaction. Because 
chemical induction time is a sensitive function of temperature, 
it is a challenge to obtain accurate chemistry near a shock wnen 
there is locally poor accuracy for energy and temperature. In 
the case of turbulence-enhanced deflagration. the numerical rep
resentation of turbulence. as well as the choice of a combustion 
model that appropriately combines chemical kinetic and turbu
lence effects, are both difficu lt issues. The computation should 
properly resolve the flame thickness and the mul tiple time scales 
and length scales (acoustic, diffusion, and reaction). Ideally, 
adaptive griddjng is needed to efficiently compute the flame 
ptup:1g1tion: 

The present work attempts only the simplest. one-dimen
sional, representation of combustion that is compatible with an 
existing wave-rotor design and simulation code (Paxson, 1995a; 
Paxson and Wilson, I 995 ). This uniform-grid, one-dimensional 
code has already allowed much progress in designing pressure
exchange cycles, with rapid turnaround of computations on a 
single-processor workstation. It was desirable to create a similar 
tool for preliminary analysis and design of internal-combustion 
wave cycles. £t is acknowledged that any one-dimensional repre
sentation of combustion processes will necessarily be rather 
crude, particularly when turbulence dominates. The intended 
approach is to select the model parameters to achieve simulation 
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of a desired combustion rate, and then estimate the required 
chemical and turbulence properties. 

This paper is focused on the design of premixed-charge wave 
cycles, on understanding the fl ow dynamics relating the heat 
release to the pressure waves, and on estimating overall perfor
mance and material temperatures. The wave rotor model, gov
erning equations for tlow and combustion in the channels. and 
the numerical method used are described. A number of dctla
gration and detonation mode cycle simulations are then pre
sented. The predicted pressure gains and wall temperatures arc 
compared and the advantages and disadvantages of the various 
cycles are discussed. 

Wave Rotor Model 
The present model is based on a pn:viuu~ wave rotor simula

tion model for nonreacting gases ( Paxson, 1992, l995a). rn 
this model, one-dimensional computation using a high-resolu
tion CFD technique is performed for a single channel, neglect
ing interactions between channels. Losses due to the finite pas
sage-opening time, leakage to the casing through the end gaps, 
heat transfer to the channel walls, and boundary layer viscous 
losses, are all treated by experimentally validated submodels 
( Paxson and Wilson. 1995). In addition to the CFD treatment 
of the fl ow in the channel. the cavities and the channel walls 
are treated by lumped-parameter models, and the ducts are mod
eled as steady, constant-area flows to obtain flow-homogeniza
tion losses. The overall pressure gain is calculated using aver
aged stagnation quantities computed from the absolute frame 
of reference. which takes the rotational speed into account. 

Governing Equations for Channel Flow and Premixed 
Combustion. The present model assumes a calorically perfect 
gas, i.e., with a constant specific heat ratio ( 'Y). The composition 
of the charge at any time and location is described solely by a 
reaction progress variable (z), which changes from I (pure 
reactant) to 0 (product) as combustion occurs, similar to Colella 
ct al. ( 1986). Thus there will be one additional equation to be 
solved, besides the Euler equations of the nonreacting model. 
A simple representation of turbulence is included in the form 
of an eddy diffusivity. 

The model numerically integrates the equations of motion in 
a single passage as it revolves past the ports and walls that 
comprise the ends of the wave rotor and establish the boundary 
conditions for the governing equations in the passage. Ports arc 
specified by their circumferential location relative to some fi xed 
point on the wave rotor casing, and by a representative pressure. 
temperature, and reactant fraction. With each time step the pas
sage advances an angular distance specified by the angular ve
locity. If the flow is into the passage, the pressure and tempera
ture are specified as stagnation values. If the flow is out of the 
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passage. only the port pressure is required. and it is specified 
as a static value. Determination of the direction of the port flow~ 
at each time step is discussed in Paxson ( 1992). 

The governing equ'ltions written in nondimensionaJ form arc: 

ow DF (w) -= +-=-=- = S(w) 
Dr fJx - -
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where vectors~ and E. have the respective perfect-gas forms: 
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The nondimensionalization of pressure (p), density ( p), and 
velocity (u) has been obtained using a reference state p*, p*. 
and the corresponding sound speed a*. The distance has been 
scaled by the passage length, L . The time has been scaled using 
the nominal wave transit time, Ua*. The heat of reaction of 
the reactant gas, q0 • is assumed to be a constant. An alternative 
formulation is possible. in which the heat of reaction is treated 
like an external heat source, and the chemical energy terna is 
not used. Although this simplifies the algebra and coding, and 
the computations were checked to be equivalent, the given for
mulation is more consiste nt with the usc of conservation vari
ables, and can be extended to treat multiple species and real 
chemistry with variable q0 . 

The source vector, S( w. x) includes contributions from the 
chemical reaction rate-:- turbulent eddy diffusion, and viscous 
forces and heat transfer at the walls. A leakage term is also 
added for the end gas. Without leakage, the source term is 
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The forms of the wall source terms for viscous stress anJ 
heat transfer and their coefficients a2 and a 3 are based on semi
empirical correlations. The expressions and definitions for the 
combustion rate and eddy diffusion terms are discussed below. 

Combusrion Rate. In general, the rate of combustion at a 
given location in the flow will depend on the local composition, 
temperature, pressure. and turbulence properties. The mecha
nisms of combustion are quite different for turbulent deflagra
tion and for detonation of premixed charges. and different forms 
of the rate equation arc expected. In each case we represent 
combustion by a finite-rate, single-step reaction. 
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For the calculation of shock-ignited reaction and detonation. 
the rate (R) is assumed to be proportional to the reactant frac
tion, and to have an Arrhenius-type dependence on temperature. 
The rate coefficient is based on available single-step reaction 
kinetic models. Usually. a large act ivation energy is assumed, 
and ignition temperature kinetics are used. i.e., the rate coeffi
cient is zero below a threshold (ignition) temperature ( T0 ), and 
is a constant ( K0 ) above it. This mode is activated by settina 
c.=OinEq.(4). ., 

For the calculation of turbulent deflagration. the turbulence 
model described in the next subsection is activated. Here also, 
ignition-temperature kinetics are used, but the rate is assumed 
to be proportional to both the reactant and the product fractions, 
i.e .. R cc z( I ...: z) by setting c 1 = I in the source vector. based 
on the suggestion of Magnussen and Hjertager ( 1976). This 
implies that the reaction can occur only at a propagating name 
surface. The rate coefficient must be assigned phenomenologi
cally. based on an estimate for the reaction timescale, which 
may be influenced by both chemistry and turbulence. 

No special model is used for the ignition process to initiate 
a deflagration. Tn the cases considered here, ini tiation takes 
place by recirculation of hot combustion gas from leading chan
nels, and by residual hot gas in the channel. Cavity leakage 
was also observed to initiate a flame in some simulations not 
discussed here. The one-dimensional treatment does not capture 
the penetration and vortex mixing effect of a jet of hot gas 
injected through an orifice smaller than the channel width. 

Turbulence Model. The effect of turbulence is approxi
mated by the usc of an eddy diffusivity, which results in diffu
sive fluxes of z, energy, and momentum, proportional to their 
respecti vc streamwise gradients. In Eq. ( 4) , Re * is a Reynolds 
number based on the reference state p*, a*, and L: €, is the 
eddy viscosity scaled by the molecular viscosity. The formula
tion pennits the use of different diffusivities for mass, momen
tum, and heat, by specifying the turbulent Prandtl number Pr, 
and turbulent Schmidt number Sc,. 

Clearly, such a model has little predictive value, because the 
role of turbulence in flame propagation is much more complex 
than simply eddy diffusion. Within the constraints of a one
dimensional calculation, however. there is not much scope for 
worthwhile sophistication. It is comforting that the name propa
gation rates calculated showed an appropriate sensitivity to the 
values for the model parameters. as discussed later. A more 
detailed model and multidimensional computations arc needed 
to examine the real physics of turbulent flame propagation. 

System Model and Wall Temper ature Calculation. The 
system layout for wave rotor simulation is shown schematically 
in Fig. 2. Boundary conditions for the end or port regions of 
the channel now are generally supplied as stagnation states. 
These are either provided directly by the user, as in the case of 
the port leading from the upstream compressor. or calculated 
by lumped-capacitance models of the rotor housing space and 
the recirculation passages. The space between the rotor and the 
housing, to and from which leakage occurs, is lumped as a 
single cavity. The pressure differences between the cavity and 
the channels, together with the specified gap between rotor and 
endwalls, govern the leakage now via a source term in the first 
and last computational cells of each channel. The recirculation 
ducts arc also lumped together as if they were a single cavity. 
A stagnation pressure loss proportional to the square of the 
mass fl ow is imposed on the flow going through the recirculation 
loop. The downstream turbine could also be modeled as a cavity 
and valve; however, in this study, the exhaust port pressure was 
held constant based on previous calculations for topping cycles 
( Paxson, 1995b). In this paper. the term lumped-cap.tcitance 
implies that the kinetic energy of the flows in the components 
is neglected. Thus, they may be modeled using only mass and 
energy conservation equations. 
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The stagnation boundary conditions supplied by the user or 
component models are used by each channel in the CFD code 
to determine the state of the so-called image cell at the next 
instant of time. The code is capable of assessing whether a 
given condition will lead to inflow or outflow in a given channel. 
This allows robust operation of the simulation even in some 
off-design conditions where a portion of the flow in a given 
port may be into the rotor and a portion out of the rotor. For 
outflow conditions, only the boundary pressure is used, and it 
is treated as a static value. For inflow conditions some account
ing is made if the flow in the duct is not aligned with the passage 
( i.e., shaft work into the system). For both inflow and outflow 
conditions accounting is made at the boundaries for the effects 
on the flow of those channels, which are only partially opened 
to a port: so-called fi nite opening effects. The ducts leading to 
and from the ports are assumed loss free (isentropic); however, 
a constant area mixing calculation is used in outflow ports to 
account for losses due to non-uniformities in the flow. 

A lumped capacitance method is also used to track the wall 
temperatures. as described by Paxson ( 1995a), except that the 
channel side walls also contribute to the heat transfer, and are 
assumed to be at the same temperature as the upper and lower 
walls. Longitudinal conduction in the rotor is not a llowed in 
order to obtain the worst case wall temperatures. Thus, each 
slice of the rotor that is in contact with a channel computational 
cell is treated as a separate Jump. The computed steady-state 
wall temperature may be thought of as a time-averaged gas 
temperature, but weighted for heat transfer. 

Numerical Method 

Equation ( I) is integrated numerically as follows: 

~+ I - • (j" L" ) /::it n A ~I - ~~ - _i+l/2 - 1-112 -;;::- + S1 ul 
uX -

where the numerical flux estimate is 

I A,R<X - 2 ::t:l+l/2 

(5) 

+ ~~ ( (A)/+1 ~~+I + [A)/~/) (6) 
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and the numerical source term is 

s• = ! (3S" - s· I) _ , 2 _ , _ , (7) 

The term c£.R"" in Eq. (5) refers to the flux -limited dissipation 
based on the approximate Riemann solver of Roe ( 1986) for 
Eq. ( I ) without a source vector. The matrix [A] is the Jacobian 
of the flux vector F. The superscript n and subscript i are indexes 
for the discrete iemporal and spatial steps, respectively. This 
scheme has the advantage of being formally second-order accu
rate in time and space when the flow is smooth yet maintaining 
the high resolution of Roe's method in the vicinity of shock 
waves. Furthermore, as the source strength approaches zero. the 
scheme becomes monotonic, which is physically correct. 

There are additional requirements on the numerical scheme 
to preserve the physical meaning of z, which are not inherent 
in the governing equations: z should remain in the range from 
0 to l. and the combustion source term for the rate of change 
of z in Eq. ( 4) should be negative or zero. These are usually 
satisfied by the usc of physically meaningful initial and bound
ary conditions, well-behaved source term discretization, and a 
stable numerical scheme with monotonic source-free behavior. 
A simple first-order stiffness scheme was created for the com
bustion source term, by dividing it by a factor ( I + K06.t), to 
ensure positivity of z. tn practice, this was found unnecessary 
because the time step for stabj.lity of the Riemann solution was 
always much smaller than the reaction time scale. There are 
situations. unrelated to the source term, in which numerical 
integration of the Riemann problem results in slightly out-of
range z. even with a monotonic scheme ( Larrouturou, 1991) ; 
however, in the s imulations to be presented, they did not arise. 

Since the time constants associated with transients in the 
wall temperatures and cavity propenies arc much larger than a 
complete wave cycle. these quantities are treated as constants 
for each wave cycle, and then updated using simple Euler inte
gration (Paxson. 1995a). The actual rotor thermal inenia and 
cavity volumes do not affect a steady-state solution. Hence, the 
smallest values that allow stable computation are used for rapid 
convergence to a periodic, zero-net-fl ux solution, and steady
state wall, cavity, and duct properties. 

Test Cases and Grid Iitdependence. A number of reac
tion-wave test problems were solved to ensure that the numeri
cal sch eme was stable and produced meaningful solutions. 
These included the development of detonations in various 
frames of reference. For a direct test of accuracy in computing 
detonation speed, the boundary and initial conditions were set 
up to match a steady Chapman- Jouguet (C-J) detonation in 
a perfect gas with 'Y = 1.2, and fixed heat release, q0 = 30, 
where the reference state is that of the unburned gas. After a 
brief transient, due to the fact that the prescribed initial step 
profile neglects the thickness of the reaction zone. the detonation 
becomes steady with the propagation speed correctly matching 
the prescribed inflow speed. The classical Zeldovich-von Neu
mann- Doring (ZND ) structure appears, with the computed von 
Neumann pressure spike within 3 percent of the theoretical 
value of 30.9 (with 6.x = 0.005, K0 = 30.0, T0 = 2.0T1). 

While the detonation speed was independent of reaction rate 
parameters and grid spacing, the pressure spike was underpre
dicted for coarser grids or lower·T0 . Computations of overdriven 
and underdriven detonations were also qualitatively correct. 

It is not equally straightforward to directly compare turbulent 
flame computations with any data or with realistic models, as the 
one-dimensional model rate parameters have limited physical 
meaning. In a sense, however, the inverse of K0 can be related 
to the dominant reaction time scale, which is expected to be 
the turbulence time scale. It has been found experimentally 
( Heywood) that highly turbulent premixed flames, such as those 
found in IC engines, have flame speed (s,) comparable to the 
turbulence intensity, u ', which should imply 
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S1 ~ II' OC ~ ( 8) 
VRe* 

In computations of flame propagation in a closed tube. this 
relationship was seen to be roughly preserved with a proportion
al ity constant in the range of 1.0 to 1.2, for values of f., from 
250 to 1000, and K0 from 8 to 40, all other variables being 
fix ed at typical values ( Re * = 8.3 X I 0 6

, Pr, = Sc, = 1.0, q0 

= 4.0, To = 1.5, 'Y = 1.33) . The flame speeds computed arc 
also sensitive to changes in q0 and T0 • For this same range of 
variables, grid-independent solutions were achieved for val ues 
of 6.x less than 0.005, i.e., 200 cells in a channel length. Coarser 
grids resulted in exaggerated, grid-dependent flame speed. 

Deflagration Mode Wave Cycles 
Several poss ible wave cycles using turbulent deflagration 

were simulated. Because it is likely that low-pressure-ratio en
gines will use this mode (Nalim, 1995). the simulations as
sumed a design similar to a throughflow pressure-exchange 
wave rotor optimized for a small engine with an upstream com
pressor pressure ratio of approximately 8 (Paxson, 1995b). The 
major design parameters for such a reference wave rotor. listed 
in Table l , are re tained in nondimensional form except as noted. 
The reference state for nondimensionalization of variables is 
the stagnation state of the inlet to the wave rotor. In all the 
simulations, Re * = 8.3 x I 06

, Pr, = Sc, = 1.0, 'Y = 1.353. 
The simulations are presented as space- time contour diagrams 
of gas density and reactant fraction, over a full rotor revolution, 
with positive time in the upward vertical direction. The port 
timings are indicated by t!he breaks in the side borders represent
ing the end plates. It is noted that the gas dynamics of a pressure
gain wave rotor allows, in each cycle, only panial discharge of 
the combustion gas to the higher-pressure exhaust port, while 
fresh charge enrerc: from the lower-pressure inlet pon. 

Fast-Burn Reverse-F low Cycle. In this mode, the wave 
rotor is designed for opposed pairs of reverse-flow cycles, with 
the one inflow and one outflow port at each end of the rotor, 
as illustrated in the computed wave diagram of Fig. 3. With 
exact symmetry of the port placement and the resulting gas 
dynamics, there will be a resident layer of gas, which moves 
from side to side but does not leave the channel. 

Each wave cycle is required to be completed in about the 
same half-revolution time as the corresponding pressure-ex
change cycle. This requires very fast combustion, and almost 
instant ignition. The cycle is designed to provide hot gas recircu
lation from leading channels, via a transfer passage, to create 
a torch jet into the premixed charge. It is assumed that the hot 
residual gas. heated by combustion and repeated compression. 
also initiates a flame in the charge. The iUustrated simulation 
was obtained by setting K0 = 28.0, T0 = 1.5, and f., = I 000.0. 
The inlet mixture is uniform, and q0 is 3.42 to provide an overall 
temperature ratio of 2.2. Based on Eq. (8), and examination of 
the simulation, the corresponding flame speed is estimated to 
be 25 mJ s for the candidate engine operating at standard ambient 

Table 1 Reference wave rotor dimensions and design performance 

Mean Rotor Radius 
Rotor Length 
Rotor Passage Height 
Rotational Speed 
Cycles/Revolution 
Number of Passages 
Mass Aow Rate 
P.JP1 (Fig. 2) 
T.rrl 

8.15cm. 
15.24 cm 
2. 18cm. 
16800 rpm 
2 
52 
::2.3 kgls 
1.23 
2.21 

(3.2 in.) 

(6.0 in.) 

(0.86 in.) 

(5.0 lbm/s) 
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c.ircumferential position 

Fig. 3 Fast-bum reverse-flow cycle 

temperature. This is at the high end of common IC engine 
experience, where 10 m/s might be more typical. 

A fast-bum throughflow cycle, which completes combustion 
of the charge in each half-revolution, would be very simi lar to 
this reverse-flow cycle in flame pattern and performance. 

Slow-Burn Throughflow Single Cycle. This design is in
tended for relatively slow-burning mixtures and conditions. It 
has only one cycle per revolution, with the inlet and exhaust 
ports on opposite ends. In the simulation illustrated in Fig. 4, 
the inlet charge is stratified so that the middle one-fifth of the 
air has no fuel (z = 0). Ignition is similar to the last case. Here, 
the flames have about thrice the time to complete combustion. 
and a fifth less distance to travel. Flame temperatures are higher. 
with q0 = 4.275, to retain the overall temperature ratio of 2.2. 
The simulation shown used K0 = 6.0, T0 = 1.5, and c, = 500.0, 
consistent with a flame speed about one-third that of the fast
bum simulation, based on Eq. (8). Combustion is completed 
before discharge and, at this level of diffusivity, some tempera
ture stratification persists in the exhaust. 

The mass flow rate in this wave rotor will be half that of the 
reference design. or conversely, a given flow rate will dictate 
double the rotor size. This may be a crippling penalty, and a 
solution to the problem is presented in the next case. 

circumferential position 

Fig. 4 Slow-burn throughflow single cycle 
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circumferentia l position 

Fig. 5 Slow-burn throughflow dual cycle 

Slow-Burn Throughflow Dual Cycle. If combustion is 
very slow, combustion of a charge introduced in one cycle may 
not be completed before the next discharge process. In a two
port pressure-gain cycle, optimized for an overall temperature 
ratio of 2.2, only about 60 percent of the gas in the channel is 
discharged in each cycle. Therefore, a dual throughflow cycle 
may be envisioned, in which the fresh charge introduced at one 
end of the channel is burned over a period of two cycles, such 
that all the gas discharged at the other end has completely 
burned before fi nal expansion. The throughput mass flow rate 
of the reference design is now recovered. The corresponding 
simulation, shown in Fig. 5, used K0 = I 0.0, T0 = 1.5, and E, 

= 500.0. Equation (8) implies flame speed about two-fifths that 
of the fast-bum case, which is roughly consistent with the rela
tive combustion durations of the two cases, if it is noted that 
combustion is slowed during the low-pressure period. In this 
case, recirculation loops are provided at both ends to ensure 
quick ignition and complete combustion. 

Detonation Mode Wave Cycles 
The detonation mode is likely to be used for high-pressure

ratio engines with inlet temperature close to the autoignition 
temperature for the fuel used. For the purpose of this paper, 
however, most of the design parameters of the reference small
engine wave-rotor (Table I) are retained in nondimensional 
form. We also keep Re* = 8.3 X 106, Pr, = Sc, = 1.0, 'Y = 
1.353. The throughput mass flow rate is approximately doubled 
relative to the reference design by doubling the number of cycles 
per revolution (to four) to take advantage of the rapidity of 
detonative combustion. The rotor speed is adjusted slightly to 
match the strong combustion-driven waves. The contour dia
grams in this section cover only half a revolution, and tempera
ture is shown instead of density because detonation involves 
unly a s.Jight 'change (increase) in density. 

Throughflow Cycle. The throughflow cycle presented in 
Fig. 6 has a stratified inlet charge, with no fuel in the first one
fifth of the port duration to avoid the possibility of flashback 
or premature ignition of the nearly detonable charge. This buf
fers the fuel from the residual hot gas in the channel. To com
pensate and maintain the overall temperature ratio at about 2.2, 
the simulation uses q0 = 3.785. The reaction rate used is K0 = 
I 0.0, with T0 = 1.2 and E, = I 00.0. At this low level of diffusiv
ity, the temperature stratification due to· the buffer layer persists 
in the exhaust. 

The detonation is initiated by coalescing compression waves 
generated by closing the exhaust port while there is still signifi-
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cant flow velocity. The inlet port is closed just before the detona
tion wave arrives. and the exhaust port is designed to open at 
the time that the reflected detonation-generated wave reaches 
the o pposite end. ba~ed on preliminary computations. This re
quires the rotor speed to be about 6 percent slower than the 
reference design, with four cycles per revolmion. When <' con
verged solution was obtained, however, it was found that the 
detonation wave timing had changed somewhat. 

Reverse-Flow Cycle. The reverse-flow cycle of Fig. 7 also 
has a stratified inlet charge. but with fuel concentrated in the 
middle three-fifths of the port. While the leading buffer layer 
prevents pre-ignition as before, the trailing buffer layer is used 
to attempt to ensure that combustion is completed within the 
channel. and no unburned fuel reaches the exhaust port. This 
allows a finite land between the inlet and exhaust ports without 
weakening the detonation. The ideal timing is to open the ex
haust immediately when the detonation-generated wave reaches 
the end wall, and the rotor speed in the simulation is adjusted 
to be about 12 percent raster than the reference design. to match 
the estimated timing. In practice, the time of initiation of the 
detonation varies from cycle to cycle, as seen in Fig. 7. Fre
quently, the detonation is late, and runs into the exhaust expan
sion, resulting in performance loss, or incomplete combustion, 
despite the buffer zone. 

Another drawback of the reverse-flow cycle is that the resid
ual gas, which never leaves the channel. becomes very hot 
due to repeated traversal by strong shock waves. resulting in 
increasing expansion of this gas and reduced room for fresh 
charge. In practice, the temperature of this gas will be limited 
by loss of heat to the walls (if cooled ) and axial diffusion in 
the gas. It was found that convergence of this solution to the 
approximate steady state of Fig. 7 required an eddy diffusivity 
of f., = 1000.0. wi th .Ko = 20.0, T0 = 1.2, q0 = 5.0. 

Precise and repeatable timing of detonation initiation is diffi
cult to ensure in any detonation mode. The sensitivity to charge 
conditions may be exaggerated because of the ignition-tempera-
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Fig. 6 Throughflow detonation-mode cycle 
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ture kinetics used in the simulations, but will exist even with 
more realistic chemistry. Delayed initiation is less of a concern 
for the throughflow cycle, where there is adequate time for fuel 
burn-up. ff the exhaust opening is timed without regard for the 
detonation-generated wave. a poor exhaust velocity profile and 
strong unsteadiness or nonuniformities in the outflow may re
sult. Delayed exhau!>t opening. timed for later reflections of the 
wave. would throw away the fast-bum advantage of detOnation. 
and increase the wall heat load and leakage. 

Comparison of Performance and Wall Temperatures 
For all three cases of deflagration cycles, the pressure gain 

(averaged exhaust flow pressure over inlet pressure) was 1.20 
:!: 0.05 . The slow-burn single cycle has a leakage coefficient 
set to half that of the other two to compensate for the increased 
time at high pressure, s ince it is not intended to examine the 
absolute effect of leakage here. It seems remarkable that the 
slow-burn dual cycle suffers very little from the fact that some 
combustion may occur at low pressure, when it is thermodynam
ically unfavorable for pressure gain. In the combustion model 
used, the rate of reaction is s lowed during that time, as would 
be expected in reality. The pressure gain computed for the 
throughflow detonation cycle is I .22. Pressure gain for the re
verse flow detonation cycle is not reported because an accepta
bly steady solution with well-timed and complete combustion 
was not achieved. 

For comparison, the equivalent throughflow pressure-ex
changer wave rotor of Paxson ( l995b) has a computed pressure 
gain of I .23. It shou ld be noted that no attempts were made to 
optimize any of the cycles for geometry. rotor speed. wave 
timings relative to port timings (except detonation, without suc
cess), correctness of duct angles for the velocity profi les, etc. 
The port durations for the hot gas recirculation loops are made 
greater than the channel width. due to the present limitation 
of the code for opening/closing calculations. This results in 
excessive recirculation fl ow (sometimes 20 percent of net 
flow ), which may affect performance adversely. The waves 
generated by these pons also appear sometimes to cause strong 
nonuniformity in the exhaust. With good optimization of the 
cycles, improved performance is expected. 

The steady-state walE temperature profiles of the simulations 
differ significantly, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Recall that longi
tudinal conduction in the wall is absent in these computations. 
The mean wall temperature is indicated by a horizontal bar for 
each case. This is an indicator of the rotor temperature when its 
conductivity is high. It may differ slightly from the temperature 
computed if a uniform wall temperature was assumed ( infinite 
conductivity), s ince local heat tFansfer depends on the local 
temperature difference. 

Converting the deflagration mode curves of Fig. 8 to absolute 
temperatures, assuming a turbine inlet temperature (TIT) of 
1300 K, the peak wall temperature for the throughflow dual 
cycle is roughly equal to this TIT. For the reverse flow and 
throughflow single cycles. the peak wall temperatures are re
spectively about 110 K and 190 K higher than the TIT. The 
mean wall temperature for the throughflow dual cycle is 250 K 
lower than TIT, whereas the mean temperature for the other 
two cycles are about equaL both 70 K below TIT. 

For the detonative cycles (Fig. 9 ) . conversion of temperature 
to absolute values based on same TIT and temperature rat io 
assumes a detonable fuel -air mixture at low inlet temperature. 
The throughflow cycle has a peak wall temperature close to 
TIT and a mean temperature 170 K below TIT. This is much 
cooler than the throughflow deftagrative single cycle, due to the 
relatively short time at high temperature. and the passage of the 
cold buffer layer. There arc two curves for the reverse-flow 
cycle, one for a simulation with c, = 1000.0 and the other with 
f., = 100.0. These are intended only for a relative comparison, 
since the solutions were not sufficiently well converged for 
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Fig. 7 Reverse-flow detonation-mode cycle 

quantitative comparison. It is also noted that the heat transfer 
model validated for flow in channels may not be as accurate 
for flows involving detonations, which have structure and trans
verse oscillations that may substantially enhance heat transfer. 

Concluding Remarks 
A computational model for flow and premixed combustion 

in wave rotors has been developed that allows rapid simulation 
of deftagrative and detonative combustion mode wave cycles. 
The one-dimensional treatment of channel flow and combustion 
is coupled with validated models for loss mechanisms and exter
nal component interaction effects to provide realistic estimates 
of wave rotor performance and temperatures. The example sim
ulations demonstrate that useful wave rotor cycles can be de
signed that can utilize a great range of combustion rates, de
pending on the fuel chemistry and turbulence properties pro-
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Fig. 8 Deflagration mode wall temperatures 
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vided. The highest throughput mass Row rates for a given rotor 
size can be achieved with detonative mode cycles. However, 
the sensitivity of this mode to port timing and boundary condi
tions is a significant issue. The throughflow detonative cycle is 
relatively well-behaved. 

This exercise calls attention to the possibility that combustion 
within a wave rotor may have an inherent potential for instabil
ity, as the wave dynamics and combustion rates become closely 
coupled. Because combustion is naturally autocatalytic, pertur
bations that reduce the combustion rates may rapidly degenerate 
to a flame-out state. This may be the most significant drawback 
relative to an external-combustion pressure-exchange wave ro
tor. The use of hot gas recirculation for ignition of defiagration 
would seem to only add to the dependence on positive feedback. 
Nevertheless, the deflagration simulations appeared to be quite 
stable compared to the autoignited detonations. Further explora
tion of the sensitivity and stability issues for different combus
tion rate formulations and parameters is necessary. 

Very high flame speeds will be needed for reverse- or 
throughflow deftagration mode cycles, which attempt to provide 
the same throughput mass flow rates as an equivalent equal
size pressure exchanger using an external combustor. Instead, 
it is possible to design a throughflow cycle that accommodates 
relatively slow flames, simply by allowing combustion of the 
charge to continue for the duration of two cycles. Since pres
sure-gain wave-rotor cycles always have incomplete purging, 
there is the opportunity for each particle of charge to complete 
combustion before expansion to exhaust. Injection of recircu
lated hot gas can be provided at both ends to ensure early 
ignition and complete combustion. In effect, this results in four 
flame sites during the confined pressure-rise combustion peri
ods, wnile the naturally reduced reaction rates during the low
pressure periods helps to preserve the wave-rotor thermody
namic benefit. 

An additional benefit of the slow-burn throughflow dual cycle 
is that it allows almost the full length of the channel to come 
in contact with fresh cold gas, resulting in a very favorable wall 
temperature profile. It may be possible to extend the dual cycle 
ided to multi cycles, where combustion of each charge continues 
for more than two cycles, if the exhaust expansion is weaker 
and a smaller fraction of combusted gas is exhausted per cycle. 
Throughput and pressure gain will be affected, and the optimal 
design will depend on the design wave-rotor temperature ratio. 

It is evident from this discussion that there are many design 
possibilities for internal combustion wave rotor cycles. The de
velopment of the simulation code described here opens the door 
to further examination of such concepts. 
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